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(57) ABSTRACT 
The form is used for casting wall portions of a single 
rectangular room as a modular unit to be assembled 
with other such units and floor and ceiling structure to 
build homes, apartment houses and other buildings. 
The form comprises a core form and two exterior 
forms. The core form is contractible in all directions 
for stripping. The two exterior forms are L-shaped, 
each embracing one end wall and one side wall of the 
room, these forms being supported by trolleys on diag 
onal tracks for movement away from each other in 
stripping. 

6 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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FORM FOR PORTABLE CONCRETE BUILDING 
MODULE 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
150,47, filed June 4, 1971, now abandoned, which in 
turn is a division of Ser. No. 78,554, filed Dec. 5, 
1968, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,614,054. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to an improved form for porta 
ble concrete building modules and the like and has par 
ticular reference to a form for casting the wall portions 
of a single rectangular room as a modular unit to be as 
sembled with other such units and floor and ceiling 
structures in a building construction. 
According to conventional practice, buildings having 

a wood or steel frame are constructed piece by piece, 
first erecting the frame and then installing floors and 
walls piece by piece on the frame. In concrete con 
struction the necessary forms are built up progressively 
as the concrete is poured. Substantially all of the con 
struction work is done in the field, making the opera 
tion slow and costly. Attempts have been made to pre 
fabricate certain parts and this reduces the field work 
to some extent but does not essentially change the age 
old methods of construction. 
Objects of the present invention are, therefore, to 

provide a form for portable concrete building modules 
so that a building may be constructed essentially by 
merely assembling large prefabricated units in the man 
ner of building blocks, to provide a form for casting the 
wall portions of an entire room as a single portable unit 
and to provide a form for a building module having a 
collapsible core and rollaway exterior form parts. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present form comprises a contractible core form 
and two exterior L-shaped forms for casting the wall 
portions of a rectangular room as a single portable unit. 
The core form has a continuous peripheral skin. A ver 
tically movable frame within the core form pulls the 
central portion of each side inwardly. As the four sides 
are caused to bow inwardly, the corner portions also 
contract inwardly thereby effecting the stripping of the 
core form. The L-shaped exterior forms are rigid and 
mounted on trolleys to roll away from each other in a 
diagonal direction for stripping. The cast module may 
then be lifted out vertically. The principles of the in 
vention may also be applied to forms for modules 
which are not rectangular. 
The invention will be better understood and addi 

tional objects and advantages will become apparent 
from the following description of the preferred embodi 
ment illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Vari 
ous changes may be made in the details of construction 
and arrangement of parts and certain features may be 
used without others. All such modifications are in 
cluded in the invention, 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a plan view with parts broken away, showing 

aform for portable concrete building modules embody 
ing the principles of the invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a sectional view on the line 2-2 in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view on the line 3-3 in FIG. : 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view on the line 4-4 
in FIG. ; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary enlarged view showing a de 

tail in FIG. 3, 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary enlarged sectional view show 

ing a detail in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic top plan view showing the 

stripping of the forms. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT 

The invention will be better understood by referring 
first to FIG. 7 showing the stripping of the forms from 
the concrete module M. Core form C comprises a con 
tinuous flexible peripheral skin having four sides to 
form the walls of a rectangular room. The central por 
tion of each side has been pulled inwardly as indicated 
by the arrows 10. As the sides bow inwardly, the adja 
cent corners are moved closer together causing the cor 
ners to move inwardly also. These movements free all 
parts of the core form from the module. 
The two exterior forms E and E are rigid and of L 

shape, each embracing one side wall and one end wall 
of the module. In stripping, these two forms move away 
from each other in diagonal directions as indicated by 
the arrows 1. The module is then free to be lifted ver 
tically out of the forms and transported to the building 
site. 
Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 3, the core C has a con 

tinuous peripheral sheet metal skin 15 extending 
around the four sides of the core. A vertical gusset 
plate 16 is welded to the skin 15 at the middle of each 
side and at spaced intervals additional vertical gusset 
plates 17 are welded to the skin. The interior edges of 
gussets 17 have flanges 18 and the interior edges of the 
middle gussets 16 have flanges 19. 
The flanges 19 of middle gussets 16 are welded to a 

plurality of horizontal walers 20 whereas the flanges 18 
of the other gussets 17 are not connected to the walers. 
The opposite ends of each waler 20 are equipped with 
slotted wedge brackets 21 to receive vertical wedges 
22. The middle of each waller 20 is secured to a vertical 
beam 24. 
The core is expanded and contracted by a vertically 

movable core stripping frame 25. Frame 25 has a plu 
rality of longitudinal horizontal members 26 and a plu 
rality of transverse horizontal members 27 disposed in 
the center of the core midway between the walers 20 
on the opposite sides. The ends of longitudinal mem 
bers 26 are welded to a pair of vertical tubes 28 and the 
ends of transverse members 27 are welded to a pair of 
vertical tubes 29. The tubes 28 are slidable on a pair of 
cylindrical vertical guides 30 which are mounted on a 
pallet frame 31. Pallet frame 31 supports core stripping 
frame 25 and the entire core C. 
Core stripping frame 25 is raised and lowered on 

guides 30 by a pair of screw jacks 35 as shown in FIG. 
3. Each jack 35 is mounted on a support tube 36 on pal 
let frame 31. The jackscrews are connected at 37 with 
the lower beam 26 of frame 25. The jackscrews are 
raised and lowered by nuts which are rotated by shafts 
38 from a gear box 40 by means of a hand crank 41. 
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Gear box 40 is mounted on a support 42 on pallet 
frame 3. 
Each tube 28 and 29 is equipped with upper and 

lower vertical cam plates 45, each having an inclined 
cam slot 46. Each vertical beam 24 is equipped with 
brackets 47 carrying cam follower rollers 48 disposed 
in the cam slots 46. When frame 25 is in lower position 
as shown in FIG. 3, rollers 48 are disposed in the upper 
ends of cam slots 46 causing the core to be expanded 
to operative position. In order to prevent deflection of 
vertical beams 24, these beams and the tubes 28 and 29 
are equipped at mid height with opposed slotted wedge 
brackets 49 to receive wedges 50. These wedges are ap 
proximately on the same level as the intermediate hori 
Zontal members 26 and 27 of frame 25. Walers 20 bear 
against flanges 18 of gussets 17 as shown in FIG. 1 to 
prevent deflection of core skin 15 from the fluid pres 
sure of the concrete when the concrete is poured into 
the form. 

In order to contract the core for stripping, the wedges 
22 and 50 are removed and the stripping frame 25 is 
raised by rotation of the crank handle 41 which oper 
ates the jackscrews 35. Upward movement of frame 25 
in the direction of arrow 51 in FIG. 3 moves the cam 
slots 46 upward relative to cam follower rollers 48 pull 
ing all four vertical beams 24 inward in the direction of 
arrows 10. The horizontal walers 20 being connected 
with the beams 24 are moved inward with the beams. 
The walers 20 being connected to the middle vertical 
gussets 16 thereby pull the core skin 15 inward at the 
midpoint of each side of the core as illustrated in FIG. 
7, 
Since the othergussets 17 are not connected with the 

walers, the walers leave contact with these gussets as 
the core skin is bowed inwardly. The inward deflection 
of the core skin 15 in this manner not only pulls the 
skin away from the four sides of the module M but also 
pulls the corners inwardly away from contact with the 
module whereby the module is entirely freed from 
contact with the core for stripping. 
Each L-shaped exterior form E and E has an inter 

ior sheet metal skin 55 at a distance from the core skin 
15 to form a pouring space S for receiving concrete to 
form the module M. The skin 55 is rigidified by vertical 
gusset plates 56 which are welded to the skin and also 
secured to horizontal walers 60 at mid height. Each ex 
terior form E and E is a rigid structure supported on 
trolleys for movement away from the module in strip 
ping as explained in connection with FIG. 7. 
Thus, the form E is mounted on three wheels 61 

which roll on three parallel tracks 62 as shown in FIG. 
1. Each track is equipped with a stop 63 at its outer end 
to limit the retracting movement. Similarly, the form E. 
is mounted on three wheels 65 which roll on three par 
allel tracks 66. Each form carries one end wall and one 
side wall of the form. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the two meeting corners of the 

exterior forms are secured together by horizontal swing 
bolts 70 which are pivotally mounted at 71 on one form 
and swing into a notched bracket 72 on the other form 
for securement by a wing nut 73. The vertical joint be 
tween the corners of the forms is closed by a resilient 
seal strip 74. 
Along the four sides of the forms, the space S is 

closed at the bottom by plate 75 mounted on the upper 
flanges of I-beams 76 in the pallet frame 31 as shown 
in FIG. 5. Core skin 15 and exterior form skin 55 abut 
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4 
opposite edges of this plate, the joints being sealed by 
resilient seal strips 77. The lower edge of core skin 15 
is reinforced by a plate 78 which bears at intervals 
against the heads of adjustable bolts 79 in a flange of 
bottom waler 20. The lower edges of exterior forms E 
and E are clamped by a series of swing bolts 80. Each 
swing bolt 80 is pivotally connected at 81 to I-beam 76 
to swing into a slotted bracket 82 on the bottom of the 
exterior form and be secured by a wing nut 83. 
To facilitate pouring concrete into the space S, a re 

movable sloping apron 85 is provided as shown in 
FIGS. 1 and 4. This apron extends around all four sides 
of the form above the core structure. It has an open 
center, rectangular frame 86 with depending ears 87 
having notches at 88 to rest on the upper edges of hori 
zontal plate 89 mounted on the inside of core skin 15. 

At the center of each short side and center of each 
long side, the apron 85 is equipped with a horizontal 
stay belt 90 welded to frame 86. When apron 85 is low 
ered into place, each bolt 90 enters a slot 91 in a 
bracket 92 on the upper edge of the exterior form and 
is secured in position by wing nut 93. Lock nuts 94 pro 
vide adjustment to control the width of space S. When 
concrete is poured into the space S, the ears 87 and 
nuts 93 provide abutments to prevent the core and ex 
terior forms from deflecting away from each other 
under the fluid pressure of the concrete. Preparatory to 
stripping, wing nuts 93 are loosened and apron 85 is 
lifted out of the way. 
Window and door openings are provided where de 

sired in the module by inserting rectangular frames 
(not shown) into the pour space S as is well understood 
in the art. 
Having now described my invention and in what 

manner the same may be used, what I claim as new and 
desire to protect by Letters Patent is: 

1. A form for casting portable concrete building 
modules having four integral room size walls, compris 
ing a contractible rectangular core whose walls corre 
spond in size to said room size walls, a pair of L-shaped 
exterior forms having the same height as the core which 
close together in a rectangle spaced about the core to 
define with the core a four-sided vertical cavity, releas 
able means connecting the ends of one of said exterior 
forms to the ends of the other exterior form at two op 
posite corners of the rectangle, said releasable means 
permitting complete separation of said two exterior 
forms from each other, trolleys supporting said exterior 
forms for horizontal movement toward and away from 
said core, and tracks below the four corners of the rect 
angle for said trolleys of both exterior forms extending 
approximately at right angles to a diagonal vertical 
plane through said two opposite corners, whereby . 
movement of said exterior forms along said tracks 
causes maximum and equal separation of the exterior 
forms from all four sides of the contracted core and en 
ables ready vertical removal of a cast module from the 
form cavity. 

2. A form as defined in claim 1, wherein said releas 
able means comprises a straight horizontal swing bolt 
pivotally mounted at one end to one exterior form and 
swingable into and out of a notched bracket affixed to 
the other exterior form and a wing nut on the other end 
of the bolt serving to clamp and unclamp the exterior 
form at said bracket. 
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3. A form as defined in claim 1, including a rectangu 
lar, open center pouring apron having downwardly out 
wardly sloping walls, means detachably supporting said 
apron on said core, horizontal stay bolts projecting out 
ward from the four sides of said apron, and means on 
said exterior forms having detachable engagement with 
the outer ends of said stay bolts to prevent outward de 
flection of said exterior forms. 

4. A form as defined in claim 3, said last means com 
prising upstanding brackets on said exterior forms hav 
ing vertical slots to receive said stay bolts. 

5. A form as defined in claim 1, wherein during cast 
ing said four-sided vertical cavity is closed at the bot 
tom by a rectangular pallet frame formed of I-beams, 

6 
said I-beams against whose opposite edges abut lower 
portions of the walls of said core and exterior forms, 
swing bolts each pivoted at one end to the pallet frame 
and swingable into a notched bracket affixed to an ex 
terior form, and wing nuts on the other ends of said 
swing bolts for releasably clamping the exterior forms 
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to the pallet frame. 
6. A form as defined in claim 5, wherein the walls of 

said core in their bottom portions where they abut said 
plates seated on the pallet are reinforced by internal 
bracing plates, said bracing plates being adjustably 
pressed outwardly by the heads of bolts which are 
threaded into walers fixed to and within the core. 
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